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Jesus Warns Against Judging
Matthew 7:1–5, 7:24–27
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Jesus talked about two houses—one was built on a rock and one on the sand. When
the rains and storms came, what happened to the two houses? Color the pictures.
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Justin & Jessie
What You Heard In the Word

“Mrs. Pringle gave Emily’s class a lesson in etiquette today,”
Mom explained.

• Before we judge others, we must first get
rid of our sins so we can help others with
a loving heart.

Emily shook her head. “No, Mommy. It’s not edcut, it’s politeness.”

• Jesus said we must build our lives on the
foundation of God’s Word (rock) not the
shaky foundation of people’s ideas (sand).

“That’s the same thing,” said Jeremy with his mouth full of chicken.
“Mrs. Pringle said it’s politeness week at school.”
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Ask your child these questions from today’s lesson:

1. Jesus talked about a speck in someone’s eye
to mean a sin. What word picture did Jesus
use for our own sin? A log.
2. What kind of heart should we
have when we judge
others to help them see
their sin? A loving heart.
3. What foundation did the
wise man build his house
on? What was this foundation a picture of? Rock; God’s
Word.
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What did Emily learn this week? Will she ever make a politeness
mistake again? Find out in “Mrs. Pringle’s Politeness Policy.”
Go to KidsAnswers.org/jj143 to read the rest of the story and print
out this week’s Justin and Jessie coloring sheet.
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